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IF it should bo proposed to abolish
4 our reading-room, probably every
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" '
P' an(* elnl)ll:,ti«Jll|y declare a
reading-roono to be indispensable to the
„
., . t.
,, , ,.
college. Doubtless we all believe this
theoretically, but to how many is it
practically true? Not a few students,
who pay their dues promptly and willingly, neglect even to enter the room
lor days together ; while the ma joritv of
'
*
those who do, seem to have no definite
.
..
.
,, ,,
purpose in view. Our time is well filled,
:, • ,
-,i
■ ,,
, ,
" w true, with work that must be done ;
,.
.....
yet there are very tew who could not
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find, without lIUIcl) effort, a half llOHl"
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every day for current reading. Our stu-
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dents very generally avail themselves of
the opportunity afforded bv the library
fw beooming acquainted with standard
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authors ; 1 nit important and desirable as
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such acquaintance is, it should not be
:,
t l'ie expense of total ignorance of
passing events.
,,,
" Bare not recommending that desulfcory newspaper reading so common and
,, ,
. ... ,
so W(,lU,l, ss
' A little practice will
enable one to select at a glance the
.,
.,
'i
wally noteworthy events in that history
which should be to us the most inter-
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»' as the most important—the
history that is making to-day. A sim-
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ilar shifting process will show us really
valuable articles appearing from time
to time iu various magazines, notably
the North American Review. Here we
may, in a few minutes, make our own
the results of weeks of thought and
study by the keenest intellects of to-day.
A judicious use of odd minutes and a
little common sense in selection, might
make our reading-room the important
factor it should be in our education,
keeping us thoroughly informed as
to the world's work, and abreast of
modern thought.

TN some of our sister colleges " Look4L ing Backward " lias been studied in
the class and criticisms written upon it
by the students. Why is this? Simply
because the book has set men thinking.
Hut if the fact that a book is influencing men and stimulating thought is
sullieient to place it in a college curriculum, then the book that has been
most influential in stimulating thought
and advancing mankind should be most
worthy that place. Such is the Bible,
l'helps says : " The debt of literature
to the Bible is like that of vegetation
to the light.'* The works directly bearing on the different portions of the Bible
would alone form a literature of which
any nation might lie proud. Some one
has had the curiosity to number the
existing commentaries on the scripture, ami finds them to exceed sixty
thousand.
We spend one term each in the study
of Chaucer and Homer, that we may
be acquainted with these inspirers of
English and Greek poetry; but the

grander, more inspiring epics of the
Bible are entirely neglected.
College men are often more painfully
ignorant of the Bible as a literary work
than the unlettered. Either there is a
kind of superstitious awe that causes
us to shun it as a study or, like the
birds and Mowers of our own forests,
it is so easy of access that we forget to
seek for beauty there. Like a child we
strive for the flower that lies across the
stream, even though far more beautiful
ones lie at our feet.
It might be argued against the Bible
having any place in our course on the
ground that it is easily accessible ; but
the same might be said of Chaucer.
Nine out of ten college students only
read the Bible after a hard day's work.
perhaps when the)' are tired, sleepy,
and incapable of appreciating any of
its literary merits.
If one recitation per week throughout
the Junior or Senior year, or even one
term of the Senior year, could be spent
upon a critical study of the Bible as a
piece of literature, much interest might
be aroused in its beauty which Otherwise would be wholly unappreciated.
The college seems the only proper place
for this work for the following reasons :
(1) The Sabbath schools entirely lose
sight of all literary merit; and, even if
the Bible should be studied there from
this standpoint, on account of irregular
attendance, a great variety of teachers,
some of whom are entirely unfitted for
literary criticism, and the pressure of
'* regular" outside work, little interest
would be aroused. (2) Very few ever
attend a theological school, and even
there the literary merits of the Bible are
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almost wholly lost sight of. (•">) It is
no more likely that the student will
enter into a critical study of Isaiah,
David, or Paid, by himself, than that
he will, of his own aeeord, study Homer
or Chaucer. One needs to be aroused
to its beauties by the pressure of regular class work and the guiding hand of
a competent instructor. (4) It could
not come before entering college, for,
even if one were not employed on the
common branches, he is not fully capable of appreciating true literary merit
till his .Junior or Senior year. It can
never come after the course is completed, for then, in the midst of a life
work, nearly all have neither time nor
inclination to begin the study of this
new field of poetry and oratory.
PROBABLY the saddest thing in history is the story of a genius persecuted because he camu before the time
was ripe for his work ; and next to him
in misfortune is the man whose opinions belong lo a previous age. He is
the more lo be pitied, as he generally
does not realize his own weakness, but
holds it up to the world's view. One
of these belated beings, who, however,
represents a huge class, is the one who
objects to co-education since it is apt
to cause the young women to take surveying, principles of navigation, mechanics, etc. What a pity ! Of course
the ladies will not survey or make
machinery. Hut how about the gentlemen ? Do all that take these studies
ever make a life's work of one of them?
Do they intend to run ocean steamers
or explore Africa? Then why should
they know about the principles? The
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answer is simple enough. Some of the
principles will be convenient to apply
some day, and all are important to
an undeiStanding of common, practical
things; and they are as important to
women as to men. The time when all
women, educated or not. must disregard all sciences except those absolutely demanded for practical use, has
gone by. Co-education is rapidly gaining ground, and such an objection as
the one mentioned serves only to show

the weakness of its opponents.
1VIIK marking system has become
too deeply rooted in our schools
to be destroyed without a struggle.
Teachers will be reluctant to give up
the present method, unless it is conclusively proved that some other plan
is better; and only actual experiment
can determine this. For this reason we
were glad that the University of Michigan, some years since, abolished the
marking system, together with all prize
competitions, class honors, etc. We
have watched with interest the results
of this step which, in this case at least,
has not proved a failure. We will not
enter into a discussion of the pros and
cona as regards our public schools, but
it does seem as though such a system
ought to be needless in colleges. College men and women are working for
something more tangible than rank ;
and it seems incredible that rank should
prove a stronger incentive to doing
one's best than the desire to make the
most .of life and all its opportunities.
That this is true in some cases we must
own with shame; and yet it may be
questioned whether the marking system
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is. after all, productive of the greatest
good to the greatest number. Rank
•comes to he looked upon as a goal, and
higher motives are lost sight of. The
hahitof "cramming" for examinations
instead of doing faithful, every-day
work, is contracted : the temptation to
dishonest}- is always strong ; the tendency to neglect valuable outside reading
and literary work, hecause " it will not
count," is inevitably developed. A premium is placed upon the quick memory
and glih tongue, to the discouragement
of many a faithful student, who may
have a far broader foundation of solid
knowledge. However, it is far easier
to point out defects than remedies : and
the abolishment of the present system
might, in the absence of some better
incentive to industry, result in chaos
for a time. It may he too much to
expect hoys and girls trained up from
childhood in the idea that rank is the
ultimatum of school life, suddenly to
become, on entering college, earnest
men and women, actuated by the highest
motives. We are willing to wait till the
experiment has been thoroughly tried,
and abide by the decision of the future.
BT is said that experience is the best
4v of teachers. This is undoubtedly
true; but for all that, men seem to be
extremely lacking in wisdom, though
they have never lacked experience. A
glance at history shows us that the
record is one of a long and almost
unbroken series of stupendous blunders. Men have exhausted themselves,
soul and body, and all their worldly
possessions, to establish this, that, or
another form of government, belief,

faith, doctrine, or practice ; and yet,
when the object of their ambition has
been attained, it has been all the worse
for them and mankind in general. This
has not been the case once only, but it
is continually the case. Men do not
seem satisfied with having discovered
by experience even things so vital to
their happiness as the laws of health ;
for, though they know the evil effects
of breaking such laws, yet there is an
unaccountable something which seems
almost to compel them to persist in the
wrong course.
Surely it does seem that if there is
anything that experience demonstrates
to he folly, it is the effort to make
men live happily together and at the
same time to live upon principles of
pure selfishness. If a matter goes
wrong between man and man, the lirst
remedy ever thought of is the enactment of some law to punish the one,
who may he guilty of wrong doing. As
if law had the power to make wrong
right by a penalty ! How many laws
does one suppose it would lake to make
an honest man out of a dishonest man?
Clearly, laws and forms of government
have nothing to do with a man's code of
morals. History shows us that no form
of government, no code of laws, has
ever been able to remedy lying, cheating, stealing, licentiousness, and murder.
Yet men go right on making
laws and changing governments, as if
in the hope that somehow, in some magical way, humanity could be restored
to Eden if only the right kind of laws
could be enacted. Now while it is necessary for society to be organized under
some form of government, experience
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has shown that it makes very little
difference what that government is. So,
then, it is evident that if at least half
of the time and money spent to enact
laws, repeal and re-enact them, were
spcni in compelling men to see that'the
trouble is not with the government or

part is too insignificant to bo of any
account.
Our alumni are doing a
noble work, and the contributions of
each helps increase the prosperity of
our Alma, Mater.

its laws, but with themselves, mankind
would be acting more like reasonable
beings than they have ever been known
lo ael hitherto. Why not try it?

LITERARY.

Jj S our library grows and the interest
k of the students in residing is continually increasing, it is well to notice
the work our alumni have done on our
behalf. Very few notice the name of
the donor in the library books. But if
they did so the gratitude to the Bates
alumni would certainly be oftener expressed. A hundred and twenty-live
volumes of the best biographical and
statistical works were added by them
last year. Such assistance, given as it
is yearly, will in a short time increase
our library wonderfully ; and the more
,, ,
,
,
thanks are due when we consider that
many who contribute
do not know
.
where their money is put, or whether it
is used in the most advantageous way.
Since this is the case, it is not strange
that many lose their interest in the
work, especially those living in distant
stales, and out of the alumni organizations. But the work they have done
is appreciated. The amount each has
contributed is filling its place in our
aicoves, instructing our readers and
debaters. And certainly any expression of gratitude we can give to
encourage our benefactors is richly
deserved. Let none think that their

♦ ♦♦

LINKS.
I On Hie death <>r Madam Slhlda, a Russian lady
of refinement, wli<> was recently flogged to death
In Siberia. I
BY A. C. T., 'HS.
What cry is this from o'er the sea
Startling a Christian world at prayer;
A cry that freezes like a breath
From bleak Siberia's frosty air '.'

This is another martyr's cry,
As in the days we thought were lied,
When men thought truth would be Untrue,
When those who held the truth were dead.
Yes, in this hoasted age of light,
When men lind naught for which to die,
From Russia's moral polar night,
Resounds a woman's martyr cry.

Shame to our age, shame to the men,
So lost to honor, and to right,
T,iat c,,lva,r for
y
womanhood
Nerves not the arm of manhood's might!
T,

B
;!"kChristian
, "'* milUworld!
'""[f'**
"? ,ne
Oh
It will
notf,be
Till all the world has learned Him

Who said " The truth shall make you free."

THE ORIGIN AND PRACTICAL
USE OF CHEMISTRY.
BY

II. J. P., '!X).

SO universal is the application of
practical chemistry, we are not
surprised that many chemical facts
were known to the ancients. They
possessed the knowledge of smelting
and working many of the metals ; they
practiced the art of dyeing, tanning.
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and glass-making, and the properties
of many saline and earthy substances
were well known to them. Whether
this knowledge was obtained by ex periment or mere accident, or whether it
was classified in a scientific manner,
we have no means of knowing.
That this knowledge should degenerate into magic, is not astonishing, when
we consider the universal chaos which
reigued during the dark ages. During
this period of history we find the
astrologer with his horoscope, the alchemist with this bubbling crucible,
and the priest, conveniently combined in
one person. And in the adyta of the
church he could deliver his oracles without danger of molestation. Knowledge
was strangely perverted indeed, when
men tried to extract a code of morals
from the earth and stars.
Yet much of this superstition disappeared. when, in the eleventh century,
alchemy was universally studied by all
European philosophers. Still a wide
gulf extended between alchemy and
our modern science.
Instead of a
classification of useful facts, we find
incoherent ideas concerning a mysterious substance called the universal
solvent, or wild speculations concerning a still more mysterious mixture that
would give perpetual youth. Notwithstanding that men grew poor while
searching for the philosopher's stone,
and died while compounding the elixir
of life, it was not until the eighteenth
centing that they became fully convinced of their folly. Yet thanks to
their persistency, they evolved a knowledge of chemical properties which,
through the aid of Priestley, Schcele.

and Lavoisier, made the foundation of
our modern science,
The alchemists but dimly comprcbended the practical uses to which later
chemists would put their Utopian
dreams. We owe much to chemistry.
A bit of charcoal, a nitre crystal, and
a few grains of sulphur, produced a
compound which has revolutionized the
world. Through its influence, civilization has conquered barbaric tribes,
mines have been opened, obstructions
to travel removed, and the conditions
made possible for our modern mainlfacturing and commercial world,
lint chemistry is essential to inanufacture in a stricter sense. We are indebted to chemistry for the knowledge
by which manufacturers produce the
paints with which we embellish our
homes, the glass in our windows, the
paper on our wulls, the carpet under
our feet, the color of our clothes, the
whiteness of our linen, the shoes on
our feet, many articles of diet, and the
soap with which we wash our face and
hands.
Destroy the knowledge of
chemistry and two-thirds of our manufactures would cease.
When Priestley and Lavoisier exploded the phlogistic theory of Stahl
by the discovery of oxygen, they little
comprehended that they had found one
of the greatest auxiliaries of modern
manufacture. Hut let us trace this
knowledge. In 1800, Davy, lecturing
on the nature of Ilamc, stated that, according to the arrangement of our
grate, we can produce a Maine that will
contain free oxygen or unburned carbon. Cort, listening to the lecture,
conceived the idea of refining iron by
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subjecting it to :i free oxygon flame.
As a result, nations arc banded with
iron rails, over which arc borne the products of our thrift and our enterprise.
Again, strips of copper and zinc
submerged in diluted sulphuric acid
was the nucleus of a method by which
the electric current has spread intelligence over all our land, and connecting
outlaying districts, has made us one
commercial center.
No less important are the discoveries
by which chemistry has increased the
knowledge of medicine. While materia
medico, is not in the direct province of
pure chemistry, yet it is a well-known
fact that many valuable remedies have
been supplied by chemical knowledge.
Let us take an example for illustration.
About sixty years ago, Liebig, while
testing the decomposition of alcohol
by chlorine, discovered a new substance
which he called chloral. Experimenting
witli chloral, he found that, in the
presence of alkalies, it broke up into
pnisie acid and the substance we now
Call chloriforin.
Now Liebig never
dreamed of the importance of this
knowledge to materia medico, but Licbreich turned it to very practical account. Knowing that the blood was
an alkaline liquid, Liebreich reasoned
that chloral taken into the body ought
to undergo the same decomposition.
This proved true, and chloral as an
amesthetic was placed on the list of
materia medica. Many other important remedies and antidotes for poison
have been thus supplied.
But the discovery of new remedies
is not the only bond of connection between chemistry and medicine. Phy-
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sicians are beginning to learn the importance of understanding the environment in which their patients are placed.
They therefore apply the chemical test
to the air their patient breathes, the
water he drinks, and the food he eats.
He is a poor physician indeed who does
not possess a good knowledge of chemistry, and knows not how to perform a
chemical analysis.
To chemistry arc we also indebted
for the science of mineralogy. Without a knowledge of chemistry, mineral
specimens are no more than so many
combinations of form, hardness, and
color. Hut, by the application of chemical tests, the composition of minerals is
discovered, and mere superficial knowledge develops into a valuable science.
How important also is the knowledge
of agricultural chemistry. When nomadic tribes roamed from place to
place, it was not so much a matter of
device, as one of necessity. They
broke one of the vital laws of nature
and knew not how to restore the wasted
energies of the soil. Since increasing
population has rendered migration of
races impossible, how valuable is the
knowledge that teaches men how to
cultivate yearly the same ground with
ever constant returns. The wise agriculturalist analyzes the exhausted soil,
and, understanding the nature of plant
life, knows what fertilizer to apply in
order to reap the largest returns. So
vital is the relation of agricultural
chemistry to mankind that many important changes in the world's history
may be traced to the advancement of
this knowledge.
Indeed, so numerous are the practi-
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oal uses of chemistry that space permits only a superficial glance at them ;
it would be impossible to mention them
all. The circumstances necessary for
our existence, our material comforts,
the right adjustment of our bodily organism for growth and enjoyment of
those comforts, the means of our daily
individual life are inseparably connected with the universal laws of chemical science.
RICHARD ('. STANLEY.
W. D. BICH.
| From Morning Star.l
Jin walked among us with thoughtful mien,
And kindly heart and voice—a teacher rare,
Yet ever learner with the youths he taught;
Because! the light of Truth was in his soul,
Intent he followed it with zealous care.
BY CAROLINE

Of heavenly spheres, among the stars, his lips
With reverent speech did demonstrate the
laws
Which hold the circling systems—great or
less—
And hind them as is hound a sheaf of wheat,
That noiu! may from its complement depart,
Tho' pain assailed him, onward still he pressed
With faith that life of half its Ills beguiles;
Strong in the home-love, life for him was
bright,—
He heard the midnight call—faith changed to
sight.
♦ ♦♦

THE SLAVE-SHIP OF 1619 AM)
PILGRIM-SHIP OK 1620.
BY

D. J., "DO.

IT is in April, 1619. A Dutch manof-war ascends the broad James
River and casts anchor in the harbor
of Jamestown. The banks on either
side, gay with luxuriant vegetation,
rival each other in extending a welcome to the stranger.
An expectant band of emigrants

stands on the shore. Forth from the
hold of the vessel are led twenty Africans, despair or stolidity pictured on
every face.
They are rapidly disposed of to the highest bidders and
disappear with their new masters.
Sixteen months pass and another
ship nears the coast of North America.
No sunny skies or smiling lands extend their welcome.
The winter
Storms have broken rudder and mast.
A rugged shore denies a harbor and
jealous eyes watch the approach.
The Pilgrims disembark. These faces
are furrowed by anxiety and suffering,
but every one shows intelligence and
religious trust.
"Blessing" and •• Curse," History
names these two ships; for the one
brought religious fervor, personal
equality, and keen intelligence; the
other, heathen superstition, Clinging
servitude, and blind ignorance.
Mark how these contrasting principles leavened the whole character of
Northern and Southern institutions—
governmental, religious, educational,
and industrial. In the North the township was the basis of government.
Every man had an equal voice and every
question was open to free discussion.
In the South a scattered population
necessitated county governments ; liberty of speech was impossible where a
slave-power silenced any dissenting
voice. In the North any man might
rise to the level of his neighbor. In
the South the laws of caste were inexorable and government became an
oligarchy—a few wealthy planters ruling the slaves and mass of the whites.
In New England the church was, from
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the first, the center of influence. Its
power was felt moulding government,

forwarding education, and promoting
missionary enterprises. In the Southern states it bowed before the slavepower.
How wide apart grew North and
South in educational institutions: in
tin- one the district school system provides for the universal intelligence;
high schools, academies, colleges, and
scientific schools arise; the printingpress is hailed with joy. In the other,
teaching the slaves is a penal offense.
The wealthy planters send their sons
to Northern or European Universities ;
the printing-press is viewed with suspicion. In 1802 there are twenty-one
public libraries in the free states to
one in the slave states.
Industries in the North become
varied—manufacturing, mining, commerce, and agriculture.
Inventions
rapidly follow in the track of intelligent labor. From the North come the
spinning-jenny, the steam-engine, the
steamboat; thence comes also the cotton-gin, trebling the value of the cotton-raising states.
In the South agriculture is almost
the sole industry; not from lack of
natural resources, but because of unskilled labor. What likeness of character can we expect between peoples
formed in so different moulds?
Granted that the Puritan character
had elements of harshness and sternness ; granted that the hospitable Southerner had many of the pleasing graces of
the cavalier. But find an explanation
in the conditions of society. To the
Northerner hospitality meant self-
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denial, a Stopping of the wheels of
business. To the Southern planter,
with his abundant leisure and houseful
of slaves, it meant relief from ennui
and the gratification of pride in his
lordly estates.
There was, however, another side to
the Southern character — the brutal,
sellish, treacherous side directly fostered by the presence of slavery. In
short, to this character, impulse was
the key-note ; to the Puritan character
principle was the key-note.
For two hundred and fifty years
slavery grew side by side with the Puritan principle of civil liberty.
Its
controlling voice was heard in the
national congress. Its baleful influence spread farther over the land.
Hut at last the crisis came. That was
a desperate conflict—patriotism against
rebellion; liberty against unjust oppression ; religious conviction against
a God-defying avarice.
Right contended against wrong, and right conquered. But the conllict was not ended
when Lee surrendered at Appomattox ;
it still goes on. Election frauds and
cruelties show that not yet has civil
liberty a home at the South. But the
spirit that thirty years ago arose in its
might is dwelling still in the hearts of
the North and its offspring, the great
West. It is gradually penetrating the
South, and it will grow in might until
it shall plant its victorious banner in
a land that, for two and a half centuries, was the stronghold of African
slavery.
■-»♦ ♦

A great mind is master of its own
enthusiasm.—Chamiing.

r
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PRAYER.

\V. L. N., '!U.
As oft as bashful night retreats before
The steady footsteps of oncoming day,
Still other tidal waves than those which swell
The breast of ocean in her daily pride
Surge round the earth—the tidal waves of
prayer.
As sink those waves in deep humility,
A mighty power is thus acquired to rise
To grander heights than e'er before bad been
Attained. The various obstacles of life,
The fears, the blasted hopes, the rugged rocks
Of sorrow, yawning chasms of despair,
All give a beauty to the rolling tide,
Wnosespray ascending, lit by God's pun; love,
The rainbow forms that arches his high throne.
BY

♦ ♦♦

WHAT ENGLAND OWES TO
CROMWELL.
BY

A. A. B., 'ill.

ENGLAND'S Civil War opened the
. last and greatest era in government—the era of democracy. That
first experiment of a republic was, as
first experiments usually arc, a failure.
And Cromwell, the experimenter, was
as usual, called a fanatic.
Bat as
England lias gradually adopted his
proposed reforms, she has discovered
thai his failure did not come from mistaken principles. Anil at last the
world begins to realize what a powerful
influence Cromwell has had on England's progress.
Only after considering the nation's
condition long before and after the
protectorate, can the permanent effect
he justly estimated. In religion, however, it was first revealed. Before the
Commonwealth, the kings had always
enforced their own particular creed.
And from the reign of Henry VIII.
Catholicism and Episcopacy had suc-

cessively triumphed.
Each, in its
turn, was rigidly enforced. So at the
accession of Charles I., the nobles expected to dissemble or recant at every
coronation.
The masses generally
preferring Puritanism to either old
creed, had learned through bitter persecution to rebel in secret and conform
in public. Some, indeed, maintained
their faith to the death, but most
learned, from their fate, the hopelessness of opposition. Nothing has ever
been more destructive to a nation's
welfare than forced compliance to a
hateful religion. In England, persecution made each sect the more zealous
and bitter, and in 1012 there came with
the political a great religious struggle.
England emerged from it, thoroughly
reformed. Where once the nation was
forced to comply with the king's religion, the king was forced to comply
with the nation's.
The agent of this enduring transformation was the army of Cromwell.
He had made citizens, soldiers, and in
doing this had changed listless congregations to zealous preachers.
He
taught them to regard the establishment of their religion as a paramount
purpose,and when Charles IJ. scattered
those thirty thousand veterans, he
scattered the seed of destruction,
not only to Catholicism but to any absolute church. Kings might overawe
nobles and Parliament, but the spirit
of Cromwell, living in his disbanded
soldiers, ruled the people in every corner of England.
Not only did Cromwell establish
Puritanism, but he. first of all, taught
general toleration. His words to Par-
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liament avow this principle: "If a
man venture his life for the liberty of
his country, I wish he trust God for
the liberty of his conscience." He infused this spirit into the people ; bound
together men of all beliefs; taught
them that not all sects but their own
were damnable, nor all their own was
saintly. In twenty years the powerful
influence of this teaching converted
all England. It banished forever the
torturing lire and the rack.
Bat political as well as religious reforms rose from the Commonwealth.
Previous to 1G42, there had been but
five restrictions on the royal prerogative. They.were powerful in appearance, but how in reality? Every one
left not a loop-hole, but an open door.
The restrictions and their respective
escapes were these : The king could
make no new law, but could suspend
all; he could raise no tax, but could
demand unpayable loans; he coidd imprison no one without warrant, but
that warrant he could make; he was
bound to allow a public trial, but could
pardon any criminal ; he must have a
verdict from a jury, but could except
all law in the court of Star-chamber.
At the Restoration every escape had
been closed. Where Charles I. left the
constitution a figure of wax, Charles
II. found it a living power.
The change then must have come in
Cromwell's reign. His laws, indeed,
were nullified. But the nullification of
those symbols did not destroy the
power they represented. Under the
Protector, the people had learned the
beauty of justice. And not even in
the blind enthusiasm of the Restora-
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tion would Parliament efface the newly
defined boundaries of its ancient
charter.
Many other reforms of Cromwell
were annulled only to be speedily reenacted. The agent that maintained
Parliament in these innovations was
another legacy of Cromwell—the standing army. The evils this institution
has brought England, though many,
arc insignificant in comparison with
the benefits it has secured. Parliament
alone could furnish military stores,
and Parliament would grant them for
only one year in advance. Thus an
annual session, so long demanded, was
obtained. And once secured against
a long dissolution, Parliament rapidly
gained the real, if not nominal, supremacy. Since the exile of James II. it
has been a recognized law that no
minister or king could continue to oppose a majority of Commons. The
establishment of this principle secured
the inheritance Cromwell's victories
had won.
Rut the influence of that stern
usurper was not wholly beneficial.
When the people hoped for a free Parliament, he dismissed every assembly
and stood sole dictator. This assumption of power caused the reaction after
his death. The reaction indeed passed
quickly, but the memory of his despotism remained. It has caused England to cling with unswerving tenacity
to her legal sovereigns, and to look
with suspicion on any republican teaching. This evil, however, is more in appearance than reality, for while England has retained her royal sovereigns,
she has made their power a phantom.
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A nobler effect of the Protectorate
was the destruction of old traditions.
Innovations in government had brought
innovations in learning. Philosopher
and scientist turned to new and unexplored fields. Newton. Willis. Ilobbes,
and Bay rapidly followed this liberation of the intellect, and in 1660 was
established the Royal Society.
But Cromwell, unlike Elizabeth,
broke the bonds of custom for the people as well as for philosophers. He
taught the tradesmen that titles arc but
human mechanisms ; that in the sight of
(iod all men are equals, and never again
did the}'sink to their former condition.
Baxter, who taught among the lower
elasses has left record of this improvement: "The people, encouraged from
the land given by Cromwell, have become far more dignified, independent,
and comfortable." But the effect did
not stop here. It had broadened their
views. It destroyed the sectional jealousy that descended from the Dark
Ages; Cornwall discovered that Cornwall was not England, and Lancaster
ceased to think Lancaster supreme.
From this unity has come the nation's
power.
Such is England's debt to Cromwell.
Many of his reforms, the nation constantly growing wiser, would doubtless
have gained without him ; yet it is not
more essential to a country's welfare
that reforms sometime come, than
that they come early. And Cromwell
has advanced England's progress many
years. Though he failed to perpetuate
his Commonwealth, he drew aside the
curtain that separated the age of monarchy from that of republics. lie fell

by the way, but not before the light of
liberty poured in upon his people. He
sometimes erred, yet who can say that
when he comes to the presence of the
God he adored, his welcome shall not
be " Well done."

ART AS AN INDEX OF DEVELOPMENT.
I'.v B. H.. '90.

T'HE names of Phidias and Praxiteles, Raphael and Michael Angelo,
Titian and Era Angelico are enrolled
in history side by side with those of
Xenophon and Homer, Garabaldi and
Dante, Napoleon and Goethe.
But
what have the first accomplished that
their names should be coupled with
these potent civilizers of the world?
No conquered armies, no inspiring
poems, but pictured beauty, and sculptured nobility are the results of their
labors. Art is their profession—the
expression of the beautiful, or, as Mr.
Jarves defines it, the material representation of the ideal in nature. Accordingly, these men have, by universal
consent, been enrolled in the world's
legion of honor, not because they have
successfully wielded either the pen or
the sword, but because they have registered in their immortal works the
highest attainments of the race in its
pursuit of lofty ideals. And not the
least of the uses of art, in its narrower
sense of painting, sculpture, and architecture, is that it offers an accurate index of the development, both of
individuals and nations.
To moral development, indeed, art,
though generally friendly, is not always
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an index.
Yet Mr. Kuskin affirms
that a man with an impure soul cannot
produce a pure work of art. Bat look
upon a Madonna of Raphael. Note
the purity of expression, the divinity
of soul, and read there, if you can.
the life of the artist. Is his mind
pure? Is his life noble? Is the purity pictured upon canvas the reflection
of purity in him? No. His life is not
above reproach. His soul is not free
from taint. Nevertheless there exists
within the artist a something that marks
his superiority over other men.
The
aesthetic side of his nature is dominant.
Intense love of the beautiful (ills his
being.
He sees, he feels, that which
speaks to him alone, and thus lie
creates. '-Not in nature, but in man,"
says Kmerson, •• is all the beauty and
the worth he sees."
As with the artist, so with tin- admirer of art. Spiritually lie may be
dead. /Ksthetically he is alive. It is
not the peasant toiling at his monotonous task, day by day, who best appreciates works of art. It is rather
the student, the thinker, the observer,
who sees the hidden beauty, who reads
in the picture part of the depth and
nobility of his own being, and who, by
the subtle workings of his own spirit,
draws out the beauties felt and portrayed by the- artist. He must be an
artist, lacking only the skill of applying
his art. The influence acting upon the
artist must react upon him. awakening
a response in his soul.
Either to produce, or to appreciate
art, then, implies that the part of
man's nature which we call a'sthetical,
has attained a certain degree of culti-
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vation. And it is evident that any
quality which lifts up one part of
man's personality, tends also to elevate
his whole character, although, as I have
said, in respect to man's moral nature
this tendency sometimes fails to become actual.
What is true of the individual is
equally true of the nation. As the
world looks to the poets of a nation as
exponents of its progress, so may it
also look to the artists. For what is
an artist but a poet, and a poet but an
artist? Both aim to give outward expression to an ideal. The same richness of thought, the same stirring of
genius is found in each ; but for the
one the medium of expression is language, for the other, canvas or marble.
Could the thoughts, the ambitions, the
aspirations of a Raphael or an Angelo
l>e uttered by the poet's tongue, we
should have other Dantes, other MilIons, for, says Sinionides. •• Painting is
a dumb poetry.
Poetry, a speaking
painting."
As by its poems, so by its architecture, can the stale of a nation be read.
No truer monument of the taste, skill,
and mental activity of a nation can be
found than its architectural designs.
The lofty pinnacles, the curved arches,
the graceful pillars, and the sculptured
porticoes bespeak no degraded mind.
Ruskin affirms that there is no instance
of line sculpture produced by a nation either torpid, weak, or in decadence. The Parthenon of Greece, the
Pantheon of Koine, St. Peter's and
St. Paul's are all tributes to the civilization of their age. Indeed, the only
monuments left us by which we can
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judge of some nations, are their architectural remains. The literature lost,
the language forgotten, these alone can
reveal the history of their founders.
And what do they reveal? Material
prosperity, energy of body and mind,
and a soul kindled, aspiring and appreciative of the beautiful. Obviously,
such works were not from the hands of
barbarians. Ages of civilization alone
can bring the soul to a full realization
of the beautiful, and inspire it with
the ardor of creative genius. It is at
the time of the greatest material and
intellectual prosperity of Greece that
her masters in painting and sculpture
appear. It is then that elegance and
refinement are at their zenith.
It has been said that "we have only
to conceive the common things stripped
of whatever gives them lightness, delicacy, symmetry, brilliancy, of all that
which, besides use, renders them pleasing to the eye and suggestive to thought,
and we can imagine how much art does,
in the humblest way, to promote our
happiness." Yet the most abject stupidity exists in the very face of all
that is beautiful in art. Deprive even
this stupidity, however, of all that it
now unconsciously draws from art and
how much more degraded it would
become.
"The ideas and emotions once received into the soul are a constituent
part of it forever." "If you wish to
alter the destiny of a people, said a
great French preacher, you have only
to alter its ideas." Let these ideas,
therefore, come from the, highest and
noblest things. The low, the base, the
ignoble must be eradicated from the

mind of the world and the beautiful and
the refining take their place. It has
been said the "The productions of art
are the most universally instructive of
all creations. Nothing acts so powerfully upon individual and national
character.
Nothing so beneficially.
Hence true art is capable of yielding
more absolute satisfaction, both to the
artist and the spectator, than arc all
other intellectual creations."
• «► *

LOCALS.
Base-ball again.
The Polyinnians have just been
making a considerable addition to their
library.
One of the long blackboards in Prolessor Band's room has been made
entirely new.
The Sophomore's gun once more
rouses the morning sluinberer. Extremely fortunate that a bird does not
fall at every shot.
In order to have Professor Jordan
teach Zoology, the .Juniors are this
term taking Geology with Professor
Hartshorn.
Prof.—" Now, Mr. W.. are the
Andes more or less steep than the

Rocky Mountains?" Mr. W. (thoughtfully)—"Yes, sir, I think so."
The Bates base-ball team has won the
pennant eight times since 1878, viz. :
in 187:3, '75, '76, '77, 78, '71), '80, ami
'8ib Colby has won it five times, Bowdoin three times, and Maine State
once in the same period. Thus it will
be seen that the other three colleges
combined have won only one more
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championship than Bates.
Lewiston
always was a great base-ball town.—
fjciriston Journal.
The Sophomore prize declamations
occurred March 24th. The programme
was as follows :
MUSIC.

"Austria March."—Neumann.
PBAYHR.—MUSIC.

"Prayer."-Kola Bola.
Tribute ti> Linooln.—Castellar. V. K. Sawyer.
The Memory of Washington.—Everett.
O. N. Blanchard.
Virginia.—Macaulay.
B. L. Baker.
The Unknown Speaker.—Anon. J. li. Little.
MUSIC.

Revert*—" The Wayside Chapel."—Wilson.
The Influence of Poetry.—Robertson.
Miss Sarah E. Wells.
Justice to Frontiermen.—Peyton.
N. W. Howard.
Ben-Hurand Iras.—Wallace.
K. E. Osgood.
Extract.—Grady.
Scott Wilson.
MUSIC.

Overture—" Brunswick."— Rollinson.
Captivations of the Irish.—Fronde.
E. E. Wheeler.
March of Dundee,—Aytoun.
Miss V. E. Meserve.
Battle of Mission Ridge.—Taylor.
W. H. Putnam.
The March of Mind.—Loffland. A. P, Davis.
MUSIC.

" American Students' Waltzes."—Missud.
Deoision of Committee.
The prize was awarded to J. B.
Little.
Special inducements in the way of
prizes were offered the Freshmen for
essays. The following were the first
five recipients: Miss Bean. Mr. Chase,
Miss Conant, Winslow, Miss Hiitchinson.
Cntts, Howard, and Miss M. E.
Merrill, '91, arc to he absent teaching
the greater part of the term.
Miss
Merrill goes to South Paris, Howard
to Gardiner, and Cntts to Camden.
Mason, '91, has returned to the class.
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Thursday, April 10th, the laboratory was dedicated by the Seniors.
The exercises were held in the chapel.
The programme was as follows :
MUSK,'. —PRAYER.—MUSIC.

Origin and Practical I'se of Chemistry.
H. J. Piper.
Distinguished Chemists.
Dora .Ionian.
MUSIC.

Modern Chemistry and Its Place in Education.
B. V". Neal.
Religion of Chemistry.
A. N. 1'easlee.
MUSIC.

Address to Undergraduates—Earnestness.
E. L. Day.
Hedge Laboratory—Its Founder and
Adaptation of the Building to
Its Purpose.
Wm. F. Garoelon.
MUSIC.

The parts were all excellent and
were given to a crowded audience.
After the exercises the audience were
invited to inspect the laboratory. The
convenience and beauty of the building
were admired by all. All the students
and friends of the college feel that they
owe a debt of gratitude to the kind
benefactor who has made its erection
possible.
Dr. Hedge was born at
Woolwich, Me., in 1812. Removing
to VVankon, Iowa, in 1855, he engaged
in the practice of medicine until failing
health compelled him to abandon his
professional labors.
In 1888 Dr.
Hedge made a donation to Bates College of three thousand dollars, and
gave his note for two thousand more.
He was an old and warm friend of
President Cheney. It was Dr. Hedge's
intention to be.present at the dedication, but he died suddenly (Aug. 1,
1888.) before the building was erected.
All the members of the Sophomore
class have presented long lists of
the different species of winter birds
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observed by them. Blanchard receives
the prize for the longest list.
His
Dumber is twenty-three.
Ferguson,
Howard. Sanborn. Sawyer, Small, and
Walter report three very rare birds for
this locality: the Hudsonian Chickadee, the Canada Jay, and the Evening
Grosbeak.
As far as known, the
Evening Grosbeak has not been seen
in New England by any naturalist before this winter. Miss King and Walter
receive prizes for essays on their
winter observations.
The new recitation room is now
completed. The partition between the
" bird room" and the cabinet has been
removed and the two made into a new
recitation room. It being situated in
one of the wings that make out from
the sides of Hathorn Hall, is one of
the largest and most pleasant rooms
here. From its windows one has a
good view in three directions. In the
direction of the city live church steeples,
three of the city school buildings, and
much of College and Frye Streets can
be seen. In the direction of Turner
and Greene the beautiful landscape
oilers a great temptation to the student
who is more interested in the beauties
of nature than in the beauties of Latin
and Greek.
The following is clipped from the
Morning Star of April 17th: kiI>y the
decision of the court the sum bequeathed to Hates College may be cut
down to $30,000; though it may he
that after the executor of Mrs. Wood's
will—Mr. Bullardof Cambridge—shall
have paid the children of Mrs. Smith
the sum decreed to them, the residue
of the estate will be sullicient to pay

the college the whole amount willed
it—$35,000. By the conditions of Mrs.
Wood's will, her bequest must be added
to the permanent fund of the college.
It is also known that this fund is before
long to be increased by the Easterbrooks bequest, estimated at Si2,000."

PERSONALS.
ALUMNI.
'81.—Rev. H. E. Foss.of Hallowell,
gave a very interesting lecture to an
appreciative audience at Hammond
Street Methodist Church, Monday
evening, March 1 7th.
'HI.—II. B. Nevens. formerly superintendent of schools in Rock land, is
principal of the High School at North
Attleboro, Mass.
'82.—On March 5th a second son
was horn to C. E. .Mason of llangor.
'82.—W. C. Clark, Esq., formerly
of the law linn of Ilubbard, Clark &,
Dawley, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has removed to Kansas City, Mo. We seeby the Kansas City Journal that he
has recently won a very important case
in the United States Circuit Court.
'81.—S. llacketl, Esq., of San
Diego, Cal., is visiting his friends in
this vicinity. Mr. Hacketf went to
California soon after his graduation on
account of his health. He was admitted to the bar about six months ago.
'85.— B. G. W. Cushman, of the
Bowdoiu Medical School, has been engaged as instructor in chemistry this
term in Hates College.
'87.—Miss A. S. Rhodes has been
elected assistant in the High School at
North Attleboro, Mass.
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'M7.—Miss Nora E. Russell was
married, at Wilton, to Mr. Walter W.
Collar, of Norfolk, Conn., on Tuesday.
Etfarob 4th.
'88.—H. Hatter has been teaching
since his graduation in Storer College.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
'88.—Miss M. G. Pinkham is first
assistant in the High School at Nevvburyport, Mass.
'89.—F. W. Newell has been elected
principal of the High School at Pittsfleld, N. H.
'89.—Miss Delia Wood was married
to E. II. Thayer, January 2Gth.
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BATES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

The "Bales College Alumni Association of Maine." recently organized
in Lewiston. has elected the following
officers:
President. G. B. Files. '69; VicePresident, H. W. Oakes, '77 : Secretary and Treasurer. .1. L. Reade, '83 :
Directors, J. A. .Jones. '72; L. M.
Webb, '70; A. M. Spear, '75. The
president and secretary are also ex
offlcio members of the board of directors.
The constitution adopted states that
the object of this association is social
and fraternal, a means of furthering
the interests of the college, and bringing into closer relationship all alumni
residing in this State. All graduates
and persons holding honorary degrees
from the college comprise the membership. The first Saturday in dune is
the time appointed for the annual
meeting, hour and place to be selected
by the ollicers.
a

89.

EXCHANGES.
We elip the following from an article
on pugilism in the College Rambler and
commend the spirit in which it was
written, and would add that if horse
thieves ought to be lynched, then some
of the most horrible instruments of
torture ever invented by the inquisition ought to be reconstructed to deal
out justice to the professional prize
lighter, and all his associates.
After that star battle between Sullivan and
Kilrain in Mississippi. Governor Lowry of
that state was having all participants therein
extradited and brought there for trial. For
this purpose considerable money must necessarily be raised to defray transportation and
othei expenses. Aware of the unflagging
energy of the Governor and of his firm determination to prosecute such an offense to the full
extent of the law, the House of that state passed
a resolution that " no further expense be incurred in apprehending and bringing into the
state persons concerned in the recent prize
fight in Marion County, except the two principals in said light, and the Governor is hereby expected to act in accordance with this opinion."
Such is the resolution of a law-making assembly,
a resolution diametrically opposed to the enforcement of that assembly's own enactments.
This is a creditable act in tin; proceedings of a
legislative body. Is it needful to ask why

pugilism still disgraces this country when such.
honorable men prostitute their dignity and forget their loyalty to subserve and foster its very
existence? Pugilism has become an indelible
blot upon the annals of this republic. It is a
menance to any standard of morality. Its
tendency is to drag the weak individual down
to the lowest depths of vulgarity and wickedness. It dwarfs tin; intellect and damns the
soul. It never elevates, enlightens, or refines,
but always lowers,.hardens, and degrades.
While the gambling fraternities flourish,
while the press gives to " ignoble themes
mistaken praise," while legislative bodies
audibly declare their own instruments to be a
mockery and a failure, while the strength of
law is powerless against this vilest remnant of
viler ages and while the standard of morality
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lies low in (lie mini, pugilism will still constitute an imperfection of the rising nice and be
a constant reproach to the boasted enlightenment of the present age.

The following is a condensed statement from "Association Notes," of
what lias been done during tin: past
year by (lie Young Men's Christian
Association of New York City. It is
evidence to ns that not all the young
men who find themselves homeless in
the great metropolis need go to the
bad for lack of Christian philanthrophy.
The Association is sufficiently large
to he divided into several branches,
including one for the French and one
for the German speaking population,
which are located in different parts of
the city :
The total membership in all Branches on
December 31, 1889, was 7,335, of which 762
served on Committees, and the total attendance
lit the Booms daring lssn was 1,156,525, of
which 149,597 were attracted by the gymnasiums.
I ii tlie Gymnasiums 1,468 young men received
physical examination and careful recommendations as to best kind of exercise, from the
physicians in oharge. The 4,042 Health Talks,
Lectures, and other kindred gatherings bad
an attendance of 184,600, and the 4,807 Beligions
Meetings and Bible Classes, 148,451, With 1,946
[nqnirers. Of the 4,543 young men seeking
employment we secured situations for 1,689,
about 400 more; than last year.
In the fifty-nine Educational Classes, in
twenty-one different lines of study, 3,329 sessions were held, with an aggregate attendance
of "il,.">()),the; enrollment of 2,960 representing
2,001 different young men, an increase of 169
over the previous year.
There were 1,693 volumes added to the
various Libraries during the year, making
the total 51,611, of which 07.100 were drawn or
consulted at the Rooms.
At the Beading-Booms 1,099 newspapers and
magazines wen; on file, and 44,006were mailed
to thirty-five Army Posts and Naval Stations.
The White Cross Society numbers 2,420 and
the two Savings Fund Societies have cared

for the deposit of $2,818.20 by 192 members.
There are forty members in the one Medical

Benefit Club.
The Students' Movement has conducted
public meetings for students in the Concert
Hall of the Metropolitan Opera Souse, and
smaller meetings for prayer and Bible study
at various colleges.
The work for I'oys, and on board the training ship St. U'irii's, the separate Clubs for
singing, bowling, chess and checkers, the
Literary Societies and many other similar Interests, have been maintained and are in a

flourishing condition generally.
The Centred Pennsylvania Collegian,
after two years of rest, again turns up.
It is a bright little paper, and when we
learn thai it is printed at its own office
and upon its own press we read it with
special interest. So far as we know
this is somewhat in advance of the
times for a college paper. But the
Collegian had to resort to this in order
to live, and since it has now got upon
its feet and is itself from the ground
up we doubt not it has come to stay.
Such enterprise and determination is

highly commendable.
The University Cynic from Vermont
gives us some good New England common sense in regard to college prizes.
It says:
Let us use an illustration: Suppose that two
students enter college together. One is rich,
quick to learn, and carefully prepared for college under the instruction of experienced educators— capable with very little exertion of
leading his class, with inclination and leisure
for playing the "fast "man, in company with
others of like; propensities. Suppose that the
other is poor, with few previous advantage's,
lacking the mental training of his wealthy
classmate; obliged to spend several hours of
each day in outside work to help " pay his
way "—but thoroughly studious as he has opportunity: shunning the fast set; respectful in
the class-room—still, in spite of all his sterling
qualities, absolutely unable, to make the brilliant recitations of his fellow-student; yet
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with a iniml equally well, if not belter, balanced. Wbicb of tbe two wins the prizes'.'
Of course it is the brilliant scholar, and so
long as prizes are awarded it conld not in
justice be otherwise!. But it should not take
long to convince the candid thinker that the
less fortunate student is by far the more
deserving of the two.
Of course the case cited is an extreme one,
yet the principle is the same in all cases, it is
true thai we arc too apt to worship genius
rather than true worth. Perhaps for some
lime to come our colleges will continue so to
do: but for the sake of the hard-working, earnest student who means business, we should
not openly confess our weakness in this respect
by the bestowal of college prizes.

MAGAZINE

NOTICES.

The Sunday School Times has begun
I In; publication of a scries of articles
on the '« Bible," by Win. E. Gladstone.
The Mist, article appears in the edition
of March 29th. The mere, fact that Mr.
Gladstone is to write upon this subject is siillieient to mouse universal
interest, and the Times will undoubtedly, by its publication, gain great
popularity.
The Century for April is remarkable
for till; variety of its contents. Two of
Mr. Cole's charming artistic engravings

accompany a paper on "Giovanni
Bellini," by Mr. W. J. Stillman. in the
series on "Italian Old Masters."
Mr. Jefferson's Autobiography reaches
the Kip Van Winkle stage of his
career, and tells the reader exactly
what hi' wishes to know—how Mr.
Jefferson came to play the character.
Three striking engravings of Jefferson
as "Hip" accompany the paper,
which also contains a disquisition on
guying by actors, with humorous inci-
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dents. Three timely articles are " The
Latest Siberian Tragedy," by George
Kcnnan, in which is given a new
account of the outrage at Yakutsk ;
" Suggestions for the Next World's
Fair." a practical and helpful paper,
by Georges Berger, Director of the
French Exposition ; and " The SlaveTrade in the Congo Basin," by F. .1.
(Have, one of Stanley's pioneer officers,
with text and pictures from life during
Mr. (Have's residence of twenty months
among the natives.
The sixteenth volume of Outing
opens with the April number.
The
fancy turns to thoughts of hearty outdoor pastimes with the spring days of
April. Outing has therefore been most
carefully compiled with a view to
catering to these reviving tastes. In
many breezy, clever articles Outing
tells just where: the pleasantest fields
for outdoor enjoyment may l>e found.
Certain yet unfrequented nooks, plentifully supplied with game, are revealed
to the hunter and angler. The sailor
and his interests are not neglected,
while for ladies a new and favorite
pastime is discussed by one of their
number well versed in its history and
practice.
The contents of the Atlantic Monthly
for April is as follows: "Some Popular Objections to Civil Service Heform."
In two parts.
Part one.
Oliver T. Morton.
"The Tragic
Muse." XLVI. (continued)-XLVIII.
Henry James.
•• Trial by Jury of
Things
Supernatural;"
.lames
B.
Thayer. " Belgium and the Belgians,''
Albert Shaw.
"At Sea," James
Jeffrey Roche. "Sidney." X.-XIII.
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Margaret Deland.
"Road Horses."
H. C. Merwin. " The Begum's Daughter."
XXXV. -XXX VIII.
Edwin
Lassctter Bynner. "In Westminster
Abbey," Thomas
Bailey Aldricb.
••Over the Teacups."
V.
Oliver
Wendell Holmes. » The North Shore
Watch," " New York in Recent Fiction."
Civil Service Reform has :i
champion in Mr. Oliver T. Morton.
He is not afraid to say that the spoils
system is at war with equality, freedom,
justice, and a wise economy, and is
already a doomed thing fighting extinction. Its establishment was in no
sense a popular revolution, hut was
the work of a self-willed man of stubhorn and tyrannical nature, who had
enemies to punish and debts to pay."
Tbiscertainlystrikes.no uncertain note.
The article is divided into sections,
each one of which is headed by a paragraph which embodies some objection
in the movement.
The North American Review for
April is full of interest. Among its
contents are " Discipline in the Navy."
Admiral Porter; •• Needs of the South."
ex-Governor Lowry of Mississippi:
" Flaws in Ingei'sollisra," Rev. Lyman
Abbott. D.I). : '•Socialism in Germany," Oswald Ottendorfer.
The
plain common sense of Dr. Abbott in
this article, as also in his article on
" The No Theology and the New Theology," published in the last number
of the For"tit. is what has been sadly
lacking among his brother clergymen
in this great pow-wow over Ingersollism.
It is utterly in vain to attack
Ingersoll with formulated creeds and
dogmatic theology.
The two-edged

sword of plain common sense is the
only efficient weapon, and Dr. Abbott
seems fully aware of this fact and
shows remarkable ability in making
use of it.
The Literary Diyest, a new weekly
magazine published by Funk & Wagnails, supplies a long felt need. It is
truly '" a weekly summary of the current literature of the world."
Very
much of the best thought, investigalion, and discovery, appearing in the
current periodical literature of Europe
and America, is lost to the man who
would keep abreast of the times on
account of the cost of so many magazines.
The object of the Literary
Digest is to present the leading articles
in tin' various reviews and magazines
of all countries, leaving no important
article unnoticed, and at the same time
keeping the cost of the magazine low
by rejecting all that is merely ephemeral.
♦ ♦ ♦

COLLEGE NOTES.
The Boston. Herald has founded two
scholarships of $600 ami $100 respectively.
They are to be given to
the graduates of high schools and
academics who have shown especial
ability in Fnglish composition, and who
wish to take a four years' college
course.
One-fourth of each scholarship will be payable yearly on presentation by the candidates of certificates
showing that they have passed their
examination for that year.—Daily
Crimson
Among the impedimenta with which
the Queen started on her continental
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tour on Monday may be mentioned •">
coachmen. !» grooms, 8 horses, 1
donkey, 3 carriages, 72 trunks, •">
special beds, a special cooking stove,
wine, 2 doctors, 1 surgeon, 1 surgeon
decoucheur for Princess Beatrice, 8
ladies-in-waiting, '.• women servents, 1
lord, 2 equerries, and 7 dogs. Do you
sec the resemblance between Queen
Vic. and a typical co-ed?—Chronicle.
The two foot-balls which Princeton
used in the game with Harvard and
Vale last autumn are being handsomely
ornamented by the Princeton Football Association, and will be kept as
trophies. The ball used in the Vale
game will be painted blue, with '• 1889,
Vale, 10-0," painted upon it.
The
one used in the Harvard game will be
painted crimson, with •' 18.S'.). Harvard,
11-1;")," painted upon it.—Ex.
In England they seem to have statistics of everything.
Some records
about foot-ball casualties have just
appeared.
They cover live months.
During that time there were IS deaths
from foot-ball, ''50 fractures of arms or
legs, and 7 injuries of which three were
spinal and serious.—New York Saturday Review.
We are informed, though not directly,
that the North American Review paid
Blaine and Gladstone each $ 1,200 for
their discussion of the tariff question.
This is at the rate of about $120 per
page.
The total land grants made by the
United States for educational purposes
(hiring the first century of its existence
amount to over so,000,000 acres, or
12."),000 square miles, a territory greater
than the area of (Jreat Britain ami
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Ireland, and equal to one-half the area
of Fiance.—Mail and. Express.
The University of Pennsylvania is
about to inaugurate a new system of
instruction in this country by extending its courses of lectures into neighboring Pennsylvania towns. The scheme
now under consideration is essentially
as follows: Professors and lecturers
of the university staff will be sent to
establish courses of lectures on popular
and advanced topics in all the larger
towns and cities within one hundred or
two hundred miles of the city. The
residents of these localities will be encouraged in every way to attend ; instructions will be given at a convenient
time, and the effect of the plan will be
to establish a number of branches of
the university in all the country around.

—Ex.
A new weekly paper is about to be
issued at Harvard, containing a report
of all the university lectures and all
work done in the scientific departments.
Professor Cooper, of Lehigh University, affirms that America did not derive its name from Amerigo Vespucci,
as is popularly believed, but from a
region in Nicaragua called Amerique,
and that Vespucci's real name was
Albcricus.
There arc 251 medical colleges, good,
bad, and indifferent in existence in this
country at the present time, which turn
out annually over 3,000 M.D.'s.—Portfolio.
A new song book is soon to be issued
by the students of Brown University.
It will contain compositions not only
by undergraduates, but by professors
and alumni as well.
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POETS' CORNER.
MODERN SODOM.
A SATIRE.
BY F. L. PUGSLBY, *91.
If mercy -still there lie, lot mercy fall;
Let Heaven's benignity o'erflow tor all!
Yet if to high Omniscience lie known
One single human heart not turned to stone,
Yea if there can he found beneath the sun,
In modern Sodom still a righteous one,
How will he dare to hope that mercy wails,
Though it ho infinite, without the gates.'
How hardly shall he dare his knees to bend
And pray a benediction to descend?
Bui this he must, no other hope can he,
For modern Sodom covers land and sea.
So let him tloe to mountains if ho will,
Alas! alas! he is in Sodom still.
If tire and brimstone sweep the fated vale,
No mountain for a refuge can avail.
'Tis therefore left to hope against all hope,

While error reigns supreme heneath the cope.
" But where is error, what is wrong, and why
Berate all living creatures 'neath the sky?"
So will the irate man of folly rise,
And thunder forth with fury flaming eyes;
And swear by Heaven that since poor Adam fell
The world has ne'er before gone half so well.
The irate man of folly, wrho is he?—
No wonder all will ask and none can see,
Since equal blindness is the fate of all,
And fools, for knowledge, upon fools must call.
Fools who assume their wisdom fully ripe,—
No doubt it is, since of the idiot type.
For idiot without doubt that one must lie,
Who having eyes and light, can never see.
But if it he denied that all are blind,
Then I despair and am to fate resigned;
For they who see hut sec all things perverse,
Are, than a horde of idiots, surely worse.
Oh, what so hopeless in this world below
As having had experience not to know!
That man whom stern experience cannot teach,
No power in heaven or earth can ever reach.
This is the case, precisely this the case,
Yet none will look it squarely in the face.
All cry out with one voice and say, " Indeed,
Sodom of old was measured her just meed,"
Then each will whistle, turn upon his heed,
Trade with his brother, cheat and lie and steal.

None hut have heard the tale of Abel slain,
And none hut know the mark set upon Cain;
Yet is the dagger driven to the hilt,
And blood for lust or gold is freely spilt.
Or, if not thus, more cowardly the deed,
The victim by degrees is doomed to bleed,
The very morsel from his mouth is snatched,
By some new scheme a syndicate has hatched.
To trusts and corners he must need succumb,
No prayers are heard, he may as well be dumb.
The farmer toils, the fruitful earth will yield,
Abundant harvest in the cultured tield,
And all is plenty round the smiling land,
Yet famine walks with plenty, hand in hand.
Grim speculation, with its dragon (daw,
Grasps all the plenty, empts it in its maw,
Retains it there for false returns to sell,
For cash is more than lib! or heaven or hell.
And he whose sturdy industry has made;
The bread of life to ripen in the glade,
Soon skinned of profits from his hard earned
store,
If possible, is poorer than before.
The worker in the dusty shop complains;
He toils on day and night but nothing gains.
At best a hut of squalor, crumbs and rags,
And grim starvation if his labor Hags.
For him no hours of joy or pleasure wait,
He can but struggle on in sweat and hate;
While at his (dhow struts with haughty air
The dude in polished boots and greasy hair,
Whose father cheated his by stealth and lies,
And robbed him legally before his eyes,
And piled a heap of debts above his (day
That forty generations cannot pay.
The factory toiler, in the ceaseless hum,
Drags on till every higher sense is numb.
His life he holds by most precarious lease,
It hangs on threads of corporate caprice.
His hours are stated, whether sick or well,
A boss, a binding, chides him on, pell-mell.
His wages, whittled to starvation rates.
Are dipped again, if but to breathe he waits.
And though to clothe he gives his strength
away,
And weaves it by tin- acre every day,
His threadbare garments, foul with sweat and
dirt,
Are rotting from him from surtout to shirt.
If fevers take him, not a day of grace,
He must he there or he must lose his place;
Condition fatal to his last resort,
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Since, not fulfilled, his life must be cut short.
For, out of all the kinds of labor done,
Alas! poor Simple wretch, lie knows but one.
If that hut fail, ah! hopeless man forlorn,
Twere better for him had he ne'er been born.

Has wrought till wealth and plenty tills the
land,
And then beholds that out of all the store
The very crumbs are bis but nothing more,
Should curse his luck, despise his little share
And seek in vice and crime to drown despair'.'

The miner, smirched witli smut and soot and
grime,
Digs gold of which he cannot have a dime.
The precious worth of ids exhausting toil,
Gives him no title to an Inch of soil.
His wretched hut which scanty shelter gives,
In which with tilthy hens and pigs he lives,
Where crouch his wife and bairns whoso daily
faro,
A hungry savage would disdain to share,
Whose raiment covers only with disgrace,
Whose looks are human only in the face,
Even this he cannot claim to be bis own,
His soul, his body, these are bis alone.

Thus lias it ever been, from age to age,
Despite the voice of prophet, saint, or sage,
And thus will men to-day each other lleece,
Yet swear their purpose is to live in peace,
Nor cease to cry "The world is going well,"
Though Candor sees it going straight to Hell.
It then there can be found beneath the sun,
In modern Sodom still a righteous one,
Oh! let him prostrate struggle in the dust,
And pray with all his soul, since pray he must,
" If mercy still tberc bo let mercy fall,
Let Heaven's benignity o'erflow for all."

Hut pause we here and specify no more,
The sense is shocked, the heart is sick and sore.
For farm and shop and factory and mine
Do but with every craft and trade combine
To swell the ranks of woe and misery,
And multiply them to infinity.
Turn then from these, this hopeless hating
horde
Of human beasts whose lot cannot be lowered,
To where the gilded halls of Mammon rise,
With all that wealth can give or art devise,
Behold, in jewels decked and fabrics gay,
Fiends wbo to Mammon give their souls away;
Souls so distorted, shrived led up and dried,
So shrunk and withered, so lapidified,
That though in Hades, roasted to the core,
In ovens tenfold hotter than before,
Not one poor drop of mercy would be there,
To sizzle forth its incense on the air.
Dead to all sense of bonor, these remain
Alive to one thing only, greed for gain.
Their fortunes won by tricks of "bulls and
bears"
Permit them instantly to " put on airs,"
And vaunt themselves the nobles Of the race,—
Nobility needs but a brazen face:
With this and casb, the blood of ancestry,
The noble claims of honest heraldry,
Are laughed to scorn, while blatant boodlers
brag,
And silence justice with the latest gag,
And he is lauded most whose serpent ken
Can cheat the most out of his fellow-men.
What wonder, then, that he whose hardy baud

POT-POURRI.
" Saw dust—The distanced horse."
" Popular diet for gymnastics—Turnovers."
.TUST FOR PRACTICE.

Eschew tergiversation
Anil avoid concantenation
Of atrabilious, incobate interininale discords.
Balbncinating corbels,
Like tinkling, tinnicnt door bells.
imply crustacean nyctuloptic vacancies and
void.
Triohorism, traumatic,
Spasmodic, acrobatic,
Never sibilates resilient when occult megrims
come.
Thaumaturgioal negation

And amorphrous oblectation
Only unto supramundane sinuosities succumb.
Cymopbanous depilation,
I>electory cogitation.
Together laoinate ami thrill like sonants
cleaving surds.
So abstain from imperccption,
Ooarctation and deception,
And, no matter what you have to say, don't
use big words.
—Wx

Professor (to hesitating Sophomore)
—"Sir, you seem to be evolving that

or,
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translation from your inner consciousness." Sophomore—" No, professor ;
last night in my devotions I read that
'by faith Enoch was translated.' and I
thought I would try it on Horace."—
Mail and Express.
MARCH.

A link between winter and spring-time
Was the blust'ring old month <>f the Bam;
He used to come in like a lion.
And used to go out like a lamb.
lint the teachings of .Scripture are proven
In the ease of this lachrymose dunce,
For the lambkin now dwells with the lion.
And we've all sorts of weatber at once.
—MgUt.

The following story is told of Vale's
celebrated Professor in Chemistry:
Professor Silliman was going to experiment with laughing gas, when be
overheard a student say that under its
influence no one was responsible for
what he said, and he would take advantage of this and tell Silliman what
he thought of him. When the class
met, Silliman quietly said he would
like, for the purpose of illustration, to
administer the gas to some member,
and this student volunteered. When
the leather hag was connected with his
mouth he pretended to he very much
excited and began to abuse and swear
at the professor. Silliman let him go
on awhile, and then said he needn't be
so irresponsible, as the gas hadn't been
turned on yet. The applause which
followed may be left to the imagination.—Ex.
A THEORY OF EVOLUTION.

Way back in those archaic days when time
for man got ripe,
A tailessapesat on a tree and smoked a penny
pipe.
And as be smoked, lo, thought began. He
knew that be enjoyed.

(He not surprised at this. You see that ape
was anthropoid.)
Thus thought begani and thought is all thai
makes a man a man.
So be it known that thus in smoke the human
race began,
liut mark bow in a circle move all sublunary
tilings.
Events, like smoke, resolve themselves into
expanding rings;
And as the monkey's pipe made thought, and
thought created man,
The cigarette shall take him back to just
where he began.—PtUai .
OWED TO A THEOLOG.

The Tbeolog came like a wolf on the fold,
With a frcsh-luundricd collar ami countenance
bold,
Anil tbe glance in bis eve was as keen and as
light
As tbe brightest of stars on a clear summer
night.
In bis grip was a sermon, a balf hour long.
With " Firstly " and "Lastly." where each
should belong.
And bis necktie was tied with that infinite

grace
Which fits so exactly a Tbeolog's face.
Like a poet who wanders in thought, 'mid tbe
stars,
Was that Tbeolog brave, when be boarded tbe
cars:
Like that poet, when kicked by tbe editor's
boot
That Tbeolog felt when retracing bis route,
For, while musing in ecstasy over bis call,
With a parsonage, salary, extras and all,
Which surely must be tbe result of bis trip,
lie got off from the train and forgot bis grip.
How that Tbeolog managed to get through tbe
day,
How it weakened bis mind, and turned his
hair gray,
Let nothing be said; but in old Council Hall
He is weeping and pining, still waiting his call.
—Mox.

She (as they stepped upon the newly
painted porch)—" You had better walk
on this board. Professor." He—" Oh,
ze paint won't hurt my shoes."—Ex.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

E. S. PAUL & CO.,

Staple Dry and Fancy Goods.
Headquarters for DBESS GOODS and LADIES' AND CHILDBEN'S OUTSIDE GABMENTB.
slock of Hie Latest Styles in Press Goods and Trimmings always on hand.
Lowest PriceB and Best Qualities Guaranteed.
E3.

S.

E>.A."U"XJ

<3c

CO.,

174

I_iis"focn.

St.,

A

complete

Lev7iston.

D. W. WIGGIN,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Savings Bank Block, No. 213 Lisbon St.

n BICYCIiE OR WPE-W WER
FOB 81.00 A WKKK!
Write for our more than liberal offer.
We are general agents for the best machines made. The AMERICAN RAMBLER
I SAFETY—for gentlemen or ladies—is the
leading bicycle. Wc are general agents
-__ forthcMERRITT TYPE-WRITER, price $15.
Repairing and Electro-Plating of all kinds a specialty. We manufacture Rubber Stamps of all descriptions. Send two-cent stamp for catalogue.
Address CORSON'8 1HCYCLE EMPORIUM, Kochester, New Hampshire. Agents wanted.
VT/HE MOST POPULAR CIGAR
Manufactured in Maine is the

Is the best place to buy your

C-L-O-T-H-I-N-G
All goods marked in plain selling figures.
PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

" NOR DOC K."

Call and examine for yourself.

sold everywhere. Made by

Allen & Co. the Only Reliable One-Price Clothiers

W. H. TEAGUE, 164 Lisbon St., Lewis ton.

Under Music Hall, Lewiston.
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BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
Kiev. OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,
President.

Kiev. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,
l'rofessorof Rhetoric and English Literature.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M..

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History anil Pastoral Theology.

Professor of Hebrew.

JOHN II. RAND, A.M.,
JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,
l'rofessorof (Ireck and Latin Languages.

Professor of Mathematics.

REV. ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M.,
Kiillonton Professor of New Testament Greek.

REV. HENJAMIN P. HAYES, D.D.,
Professor of Psychology and Bxegetical Theology.

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry and Biology.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
Professor of .Modern Languages.

BXV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,

WILLIAM II. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
Instructor in Physics and Geology.

HENRY L. SOITHWICK,

Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

Instructor in Elocution.

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
TBBMB OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class arc examined as follows : —
LATIN : In nine liooks of Virgil's .Kneid; six orations of Cicero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty exercises of Arnold's
l.atin Prose Composition, ami in Darkness1 Latin Grammar. GREEK : In three Looks of Xenophon's Anabasis; two hooks
of Homer's Iliad, and in lladley's Urcek (irammar. MATHEMATICS: In Looinis' or GreenleaPs Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH : III Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and iii
Worcester's Ancient History.
All candidates for advanced standing will he examined in the preparatory Studies, and also in those previously pursued
hy the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will he required from those who have been members of other Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday
preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Full Term.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirty-seven scholarships and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses
otherwise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1K70. It occupies Nichols Hall, situ
ated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of u special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian church, and to give
evidence or their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified hy the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in tin' Latin ami Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, ami use of libraries free.

COMMENCEMENT, Thursday

Jem 26,1800.
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you Will Find a Good Line of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, and Slippers
AT O. O. MOiMfcELL'S.
CORNER MAIN AND LISBON STREETS,

-

-

-

LEWISTON, MAINE.

SIGH—BIG BLACK BOOT.

Strictly Pure Confectionery, Made Fresh Every Day,
BXOEPT

SUNDAVS,

AT

THE

BROADWAY CANDY STORE,
From I he ISesl (iranulaleil Sugar. I'i'iee, lo to 40 Cents Per Pound. M. K. (Joss, Chief Clerk,
K VY. Hodgklns, Candy Refiner.
No. 223 MAIN ST., LEWISTON.
S. A. CUMMINGS, Proprietor.

F. I. Day,
Fine Boots and Shoes.

i

tfl ffiPRIl
00 fl MONTH can be made
""
" •pMW"~Vorking for us. Persons
preferred who can furnisli a horse and give
their whole time to Che business. Spare momenta may be profitably employed also. A
few vacancies in towns and cities.
B. P. JOHNSON & CO.,
100!) Main St., Richmond, Va.

E. H. GERRISH,
APOTHECARY,
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.
Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &C, at Reasonable Prices.

$7*1 _
00
v

TRUE'S ELIXIR.

WAKEFIELD BROTHERS, Druggists,
114 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and After December 29, 1889,
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston
Upper Station.
7.80 A.M., forWatervllle,8kowhegftii,and Bangor.
7.85 A.M., fur Portland, Boston, Montreal, and
points roaohod via Portland >V Ogdensburg It. It.
II lo A.M., fur Portland ami Boston.
2.88 P.M., for Wlnthrop, Waicrvillc, Skowhcgan,
Farmtngton, Bangor) Ellsworth, Aroostook County,
ami si. John.
4.80 r.M., for Portland and Boston.
Passenger Trains Leave Lewiston
Lower Station.
8.40 A.M., for Brunswick, Bath, Dockland, Vu
gusta, Portland, and Boston.
10.80 A.M., for Bath, Portland, and Boston.
'2.15 P.M., for Parmlngton.
5.18 P.M., tor Brunswick, Bath, Augusta; and
tor Watervllie (Saturdays only).
11.80 r.M. (every night), tor Brunswick, Bath,
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County, St. John,
and Boston; and for Both (Saturday nlgbl only).
Does not run beyond Bangor Sundays.

As a general family medicineTRUB'S ELIXIR
has no equal. For headache, coated tongue,
irregularities of the bowels, feverishness, biliousness, liver trouble, constipation, canker,
humor in the Stomach, tits caused by worms
and Indigestion, or for any of the ills constantly coming up, it is a sure cure. Thousands of families always have it on hand. A
small dose taken in time saves many dollars in
doctors' bills. No family should be without a
bottle handy. Sold by all druggists; prices
35c, COo., and $1.00 a bottle. Dr. J. F. True
& Co., Proprietors, Auburn, Maine.
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gJUDKINS' LAUNDRY,
187 Lisbon St., Lewiston,
Is

NOT

EXCELLED IN FINK

WORK.

Try us, and we will convince you.

7NSURANCEC0MPANY:
"<* HARTFORD, CONN.

DR. EMERY

BAILEY,
ORIGINAL

DENTIST,
No. 20 LISBON ST.,

- LEWISTON.

0(U administered to extract Teeth.

ACCIDENT

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA,

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
PAYS

ACCIDENT

CLAIMANTS,

$3,000 a Day.
"MORAL:

INSURE:

IN

THF

TRAVELERS."

RICHARDS & MERRILL,

Merchant Tailors, mJsL* Ready-Made Clothing, Furnishing Goods, etc.
We have always on hand a very lar<.'e and choice selection of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, In latest styles and novelties, which we make to order, anil guarantee in Kit, Trimmings, and Workmanship, equal to any that can he had iii Maine.
J | A full line of Fine Custom Ready.Made Suits and Overcoats always on hand. Our Motto i Quick Sales at Small Profits.

No. 1 Lyceum Hall Building, Lewiston. Maine.

S H O RT - H AN D. |

THE PITMAN SYSTEM.
A teacher who has had thirty years'experience in
its use. Can he taught by Mail.
Call at or write to the

Androscoggin Business College
And SCHOOL OF SHORT-HAND,

128 Main Street. - - - Auburn, Me.
W. G. HASKELL, Principal.
Diplomas, Certificates, etc., handsomely filled,
and every variety of Pen-Work promptly and satisfactorily executed.

WAI

SL=ERS'
Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
55 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Mc.
II. LITCHFIBLD.

8. ('. LESLIE, JR.

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,
DEALERS IN

Groceries and Provisions,
249 Main Street, Lewiston.

Students' Patronage Respectfully Solicited.

-A-. 31.. o■I^-A.a^T,I,,

PHIL P. GETCHELL,

Manufacturer of Pure

FASHIONABLE HATTER, CONFECTIONERY,
110 Lisbon St., Lewiston.

160 Lisbon Street, Lewiston.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,

ISAAC GODDARD,

DEALEltS IN

Kitchen Furnishing Goods,
Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and (iranile Iron Ware.

Zinc, Lead Pipe, and Sheet Lead. Job Work to
order. Mill Work and 81a ting a specialty.
«5 Lisbon Street,
- LEWISTON, ME.

(Successor to Dr. M. B. I'reble,)

D-E-N-T-I-S-T,
.'} 1-2 Phoenix Hlock, Auburn.

n USINESS

STUDENTS!
TEACHERS! Sita^»SSuoS
with your work. Edwitrds' Historical Cards with

CURTIS & ROSS'

hotographic Studio
Photographs of all kinds and sizes finished in
the best possible manner. Having perfected the
Bromide process, we are now readv to furnish
the PKHMANKNT KKOMIDK PICTtKES of any
size anil al moderate prices. To customers wishing
for Bromide Pictures, no charge will lie made for
making the negative.
FltKE-IIAND • CRAYONS ■ A • SPECIALTY.
SPECIAL • RATES • TO • CLASSES.

CTJRTIS Sz ROSS,
Cor. Lisbon and Ash "-I-.. I.ewiston.
Always call al

J. A.

DI nicer on Y.

TRACY'S

Topics (iiid Question* mi the Mast Important events
in Ancient, Afediieral. and Modern Bistort/. Two
hundred cards in the series. Blse of card 8J/XSK inches.
Thousands of Beferences are made to the Standard
Histories used in the schools and colleges of the country.
No student or teacher can afford to lie without these valuable aids. The references arc alone worth ten times tincost of the cards.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price, $1.00.
A. It. EDWARDS, Ex-Supt. of Schools,
Lewistiin, Maine.

O. A. NORTON,

Coal, Wood, and Hay,
LEWISTON, MAIM:.
OFFICE, 32 ASH ST I t I-: 1:1 •
Yard on Line of M. C. it. K. between
Holland and Klin Streets.

S. A. POLLISTER,

Two Great Bargain Stores, Books, Papers, Stationery, «p Periodicals.
26 Lisbon St., and 231 Main St.,
•

Just received a full line of Baseliall supplies.

LEWISTON, ME.

Books that should be in
every Student's Library.

William Cullen Bryant.

HH Court Street,

AUBURN, ME.

If You Want to Buy
THE BEST GRADE OF COAL,
LOW, l'oit CASH, CALL (IN

Vol. XI. in American Men of Letters
Scries. By JOHN BlGELOW. With
a portrait.
161110, gilt top, $1.25.
A noteworthy addition to a notable series,
PBEVIOUSL V PUBLISHED.
WASHINGTON IRVINC

By
I). THOREAU.
GEOKOK UIPLKY.
By
J. FENIMORE COOPEU.
NOAH WKBSTKR.
HKNRY

MAROARET

FULLER

By C. D. Warner.
Horace E. Scudder.
By Frank B. Sanborn.
O. B. Frotliingliam.
ByT. B. Lounsbnry.
OSSOLI.
By T. W.

Higglnson.
BALPH

WALDO

EMERSON.

By

O.

W.

Holmes.
By G. E. Wood berry.
N. P. WILLIS. By Henry A. Beers.
BEN.IAMIN FRANKLIN.
By J. Bach McM aster.
Each with Portrait, ltiino, gilt top, cloth,
$1.25; lialf morocco, $2.00.

J. N. WOOD, 64 Middle Street.

£# & M. S. Millett,
DEALER* IN

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
13 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

UNMOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS
Of Famous Works of Art.

EDGAR ALLEN POE.

These little photographs are largely used in many
schools and colleges to advance the
study of art and history.
1887 Catalogue of 10,000 Subjects ami 1890 Supplement of 2,500 Subjects, sent by mail
on receipt of 15 Cents.

/•Vic salt I1/1 nil Booksellers. Sent by mail, postpaid, mi receipt of price by the publishers.

S0ULE PHOTOGRAPH CO.,

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.,

338 Washington Street,

BOSTON.

Pleats mention thlf paper

BOSTON, MASS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

ini\iiini-(i Dimming iinii .scmiiiiisiiip.

The. Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes: that is, the first
year,or third class; the second year, or second class; the. third year, or first class. The
classes arc so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
IVORY P. PRISBEE, A.M., PRINCIPAI
Teacher of Latin and Greek.
GEORGE \v. WOOD, Pa.D
Teacher of Mathematics and Latin.
II. 15. DAVIS
Teacher of Elocution and Rhetoric.
P. W. PLUMMKR
Teacher of Mathematics.
SCOTT WILSON
Assistant in Latin.
W. IJ. SKELTON
Teacher of Ancient History and Geography.

For further particulars send for Catalogue.
"

LYNDON INSTITUTE,
LYNDON CENTRE, VT.
WALTER E. RANGER, A.M., PRINCIPAL,
Teacher of Latin, Greek, ami Political Science.
JUDSON B. BAM, A.M., Teacher of Natural Science
and Mathematics. WILLIAM L. BUNKER, Teacher
HI'
Banking, Book-keeping, and Penmanship.
HENRY li. BACON, Teacher of Elocution. J08. H.
HUMPHREY, Teacher of Vocal Music.
Miss
JEANNETTE B. WILSON, Teacher of French
German, and English. Miss CLARA L. QAM,
A.15., Teacher of Latin and Greek. Miss MABEL
C. I'.KMIS, Teacher of Instrumental Music Miss
EMILY EIMBALL, Teacher of Painting and Drawing. MRS. R, II. HARVEY, Matron.
VOX both sexes. Young Ladies'Classical Cinir.sc.
College Preparatory Course, Scientific Course, each
of four years; Commercial Course, of one year.
Instruction given in Music, Painting, Drawing, and
Elocution.
Character of instruction unsurpassed by any similar Institution in the State. Modern Methods in
LANGUAGES AND SCIENCE. No crowded
classes. An excellent LIBRARY,adapted to wants
of students. A rare CABINET, probably unequaled
by any similar Institution in Northern New England, chemical l, A BORATORY for individual experimenting. A pleasant HEADING-ROOM, containing a large number of ilie best papers and magazines. Large rooms and steam neat. Delightfully
located. Summer home Of N. E. Conservatory of
Musics for ISH5.
I. W. SANBOBN, Sec.'y and Treas.,
LYNDONVILMC, VT.

, ., DI1TOBBB ... . ,
I. P. PRISBEE, Principal.

LEBANON ACADEMY.
Pupils fitted for Business, Scientific Bel Is
or the best Colleges.
W. B. KINNKY, A.B., Principal.
For further particulars,address the Principal,
Or ELIHU HAYES, Sc.'.v Trustees.

New Hampton Literary Institution,
NEW HAMPTON, N. H.
Six Courses of Study—Classical, English and
Classical, Regular Scientific, Musical, and Commercial College (.'nurse.
\ildrcss,

Principal.

UKV.

A. 1$. MESEIIVEY, A.M.,

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTRE, VT.
Courses of Study—College Preparatory,
Classical and English Commercial. The besl
Commercial Department in the State. Expenses Low.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Miss LIZZIE COLLET, at Wain bury Centre.

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Thorough Courses of Study in English,

Classical and Scientific Branches.
Normal Department attached.
O. H. DRAKE, A.M., Principal.

/>' US IN ESS D1 RECTO It Y.

• BIGKNELL & IVTEAL. #
Carry the Largest Lino <>f

Men's, Youths', and Boys' Clothing, Hats, Caps,
And GENTS1 FURNISHING GOODS In tho city, and their prices cannot fall to
please Hio most economical buyer.

BICKNELL & NEAL, Old Post-Oflice Clothing House, Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts., Lewiston.

• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, 4c.
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets, Lewiston, Maine.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles In great variety. Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

R. W. CLARK, Druggist,

1 MPORTANT !

DBAXBR IN

Drugs, Medicines,Chemicals
•

Fancy and Toilet Articles,
Cor. Main and Bates Sts., Lewiston.

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH A COUGH,

If you want pood

Tr A

prvrrrr rrnnn

1 £j A, LU l l Li EJ , l LU U K

Or anything else
or if yon Intend
Europe), or are
friends, be sure

usually kept In a first-class Grocery Btore,
to visit any part cif the world (especially
sending for friends or Bending money to
and call on

or have an IRRITATED THROAT, be sore to try

JOHN GARNER,

Fix liquida Gompound

Grocer and Provision Dealer, Agent for Flcischmann ft Co.'s
Compressed feast, Passenger and Exchange A pent,

THERE is NOTHING I.IKI: IT.

PARK STREET, 213

02STIj"Sr 35c. .<&- BOTTLE.
Sold by all Druggists and by Hie Proprietors,

The Auburn Drug and Chemical Company,
Successors to 11. C. PACKARD & Co.,
AUBURN, ME.

LEWISTON.

DOYLE BROTHERS,

Lewiston Five Cent Store,
32-38 Lisbon Street.
Crockery, Glass Ware, Tin Ware. Toys, Notions, etc.
Wholesale and Retail.
j. I)OVI.,.:.
,.. M. ,(OV|-l:.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

Flour, Groceries, Provisions, etc.,
NEALEY& MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON.
ff-llottnm Prices always guaranteed.

NEW* DINING* ROOMS,
57 Lisbon St., Near Music Hall, Lewiston,

D. F. LONG, .... PROPRIETOR.
.Meals at all hours. The Best of Steaks, Oysters, and Icecream. CATKHINO FOB P.MITIKS A SPECIALTY, The
best place in the city to Ret a Nice Oyster Stew.

FRANK
a

KI

LG0RE,

Mrst-Llass Carnages
FURNISHED FOB

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES,
At any time. All new, neat, ami lirst-class, with
careful ami gentlemanly drivers.
HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS. AT SHORT NOTICE.
HACK OFFICES: Gerrlsh'a Drug store; Residence, Hi" College street.

CONNECTED 11Y TELEPHONE.

BUS 1NESS 1)1HECTOR Y.

A SPECIALTY MADE

SCHOOL

AND COLLEGE

PRINTING,

COLUMBIAS"
HICHEST GRADE ONLY.
Catalogue Free.

POPE MFG. CO. vZE&Silm.
77 Franklin St., BOSTON.

»> Waba»h Ave., CHICAGO.

LEWISTON JOURNAL OFFICE.
SAVE MONEY.

B»roreyouhuj TVpE^""

BICYCLE or IwjifER
Bend to A. W. GUHP & CO., DAYToN, OMIO, lur
prices. New Bicycles at NdtMMd prices and 400 sec*
oml-han<i 0PM. i)i r Kin IT REPAIRING. BICYGLKS,
GUNS and TYPE WKlTKlts taken to EXCHANGE.

JOSEPH r\ LLOTT'S

i
*
STEEL**
PENS.
THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,604,351,170,'
/

AN D HIS OTH ER STYLES

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Prof. Loisette's

MEMORY

L7XNG7VvHID,

f

DISCOVERY AND TRAINING METHOD
In spite <>f adulterated Imitations which miss the
theory, and practical results of tho Original, in spite of
the grossest misrepresentations hy envious would-be
competitors, and inspiteof *'bnsenltempts to robnliiin
of the fruit of his labors, (all of which demonstrate the
undoubted superiority and popularity of his teaching).
Prof.
I ll.l. IH'IBUIIUSHII
I.oigotto's Art "I
of »."-*.:!
Never Foruettinij
i .'i„. iirn^ is
if, Irecognised
«-< i >g£ II ">• <■
to-day in both Hemispheres as marking an Epoch in
Memory Culture. His Prospectus (sent post free) Rives
..•»;.:...,..,.( MimU :.. ..ii ,*....>.. ,,r ti.n ,.i..u,,...1... i.

I

I'IIIOI

lion I t**i

IIIIIPIII.U^

«...

auiiK^n

86 & 88 Lisbon Street.
Parties Supplied with Dessert, Wedding Cake,
Ice-Cream and Sherbets all flavors.
Soda with all Popular h'niil Syrups.

CALL AND SEE US.

Prof. A. LOISKTTK 237 Fifth Avenue, N.Y

T

EMPLE & CO.,
$ Clothiers, #

70 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.
Kino Clothing a Specialty.

WHITE & LEAVITT,
No. 1 Lyceum Block, Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.
B. H. WHITE, I).U.S.

1-. 1.. LEAVirr, D.D.8.

li USTNESS I) I RECTO R 7.

TUB new England Bureau of Education,

3 Somerset Street,
Boston, Mass.

TO BATES STUDENTS.
TO PATRONS.
Patrons who give us early notice of vacancies
Now is TOR TIMB TO RKGISTKR for acciin theirsctaools, will secure from tins office the dental vaoancles and for repeated openings of
record of carefully selected candidates suited the new school year. Not a week, and hardly
to the positions to be filled, for any grade of a day, passes when we do not have calls for teachBChool, or for school supervision.
eis.and they come from every state and terriNoeharae to school officer*for services rendered. tory. Forms and Circulars sent free.
HIRAM ORCKIT. MANAGER, :'> Somerset St.. Boston.
DE ORCUTT:—Our committee were a unit on the first ballot for Mr. Spaulding whom
vou sent to us as a candidate for the prinoipalship of our high school. Twelve candidates
applied in person, most of them good men and well hacked, hut he alone met the approval of all
the committee. We are delighted with our choice and we are, as usual, indebted to you lor our
t( a{ 1,,;1

' ' ''
\\M. M. ROGERS, Chairman School Board.
Methuen, Mass.,./«». 4, l.S'.Hi.
DEAR DR. ORCUTT :—We have elected Mr. Craig C. Choate Who applied in person, hy
your advice, as assistant in our academy. Am very much pleased with him, so far.
i<\ A. TOPPER, Principal Arms Academy.
Shelburne /•'«//••••, Mass., Jan. 8,1890.

TiredBiram
HORSFORDS ACID PHOSPHATE.
Prepared according to the directions of PROP. B. N. HORSPORD.
This preparation is a brain food. It increases the capacity for mental labor,
and acts as a general tonic and vitalizer.
It rests the tired brain, and imparts
thereto new life and energy.
DR.

D. P. MCCLURE, Rantoul, 111., says:
" Very beneficial to strengthen the intellect."

O. C. STOUT, Syracuse, N. Y., says:
" i save it to <>ne patient who was unable to transact the most ordinary business, because his brain was
tired and confused' upon the least mental exertion. Immediate benefit, and ultimate r >very followed."
Descriptive pamphlet free on application to
DR.

Rumford Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION. -I'.e sure the word " llorsford's" is printed on the label. All others are spurious. Never
Hold in bulk.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY.

ALL KINDS OF

PRINTING
KXKl'l'TKD AT THE

Journal Office, Lewiston, Maine.

UK MAKE A SPECIALTY <»«•'

|Rp$t-#lass ^pinfing
For Schools and Colleges.

FINE WORK A SPECIALTY,
IF^ICES LO^V.

Address nil orders I" the

PUBLISHERS OF JOURNAL,
Lewiston, Maine.

' -f

JOHN H. WHITNEY,

CHANDLER & ESTES,
DEALERS IN

(Opposite J. Y. Scruton & Son,)

DRUGGIST AND APOTHECARY,
28 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.

'Mor Sice Sure Sandier
(jo TO

A^. E. HARLOW'S,
Where a large stock and variety is always on hand.
A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon Street.

T™ & Smith,
203 Main St., and 328 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
Cake for Parties ami Weddings a specially.
Plain and Ornamental Frosting
at .Short Notice.

CHARLES GREENWOOD,
DEALER IN

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, and Furnaces,
Plumbing, Steam Heating and Ventilating a specialty. Jobbing In Tin, Sheet Iron, Zinc, and
Copper promptly attended to and warranted.
LEWISTON, ME.
101 Lisbon Street,

School and Miscellaneous Books,
Blank Hooks, Stationery, Paper Hangings.WindowShades, Pictures and Frames, Artists'
Materials, and Fancy (ioods,
100 Lisbon Street, - - - Lewiston, Maine.

JOHN DINGLEY &. CO.,
Dealers in

TDeafz, Groceries, (Spoekei^,
LIMB, IIAIK, AND CEMENT,

86 Main Street, -

-

AUBURN, ME.

THE MAINE TEACHERS' AGENCY.
PHILLIPS & RICHARDS, Proprietors.
School Officers supplied with Teachers for Schools
of all grades.
Teachers desiring positions in Maine or Massa
chusetts should send stamp for Application Form
to the Manager,
C. J.

RICHARDS,

Principal Wilton Academy,
Wilton, Me.
NEW

SAMPLES AND DAMAGED SHOES

STYLES.

For sale CHEAP by

MURPHY,

GAY, WOODMAN & CO.,
Lower Main St., Lewiston.

THE

T. J. WRIGHT.

HATTER

HACKMAN.
Hack Offices: Hotel Rockingham, and
Residence, 134 Wood Street,

SIGN, GOLD HAT,

Where orders should he left morning and noon.
All orders will receive prompt attention.

LEWISTON,

NOT THE BEST

N. W.

Hut just as good

COAL -A.3STID T77"OOr)
Can he hought of

Ea.

C.

ROBBINS

As any place in the city. Directly Opposite the
Catholic Church,and Near the Free Baptist Church,
MAIN STKKET, No. »70.

-

-

-

MAINE.

HOWARD,

DEALER IN

Lawn-Tennis Goods.
Sold '>■> Racquets last season, more than all
other dealers in the two cities.

COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE.

C. A. BRIDGE.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

E. M. SMITH.

I f it fails to benefit you
when used strictly as
directed on tho inside
wrapper. Try it.
Prepared by the

BRIDGE X SMITH,

Norway Medicine Co.,

Norway, Me.
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

FMNe

<§Job ppin{ir?g.

I have used "BROWN'S INSTANT RELIEF" and
found It to l)e the best thing I have ever used for
Cramp, Colic, and Indigestion. I can cheerfully
recommend it. to all.
F. W. SANIIOKN,
Editor Oxford County Advertiser.
Norway, Me.

-£

advw. s

Particular Attention Given to College Work
of all kinds.

Fir?0 Photographs,
Paul's Block, Lisbon St.,

Fr)air) §f., G/luturr).
LEWISTON, ME.

-autsxr as co.

>P

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Furniture. Carpets, and
PARLOR FURNITURE,
CHAMBER FURNITURE.

DRAPERIES,
WINDOW SHADES.

New Gooih, Complete Stock.

225

LISBON ST., LEWISTON, ME,

